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Part I. Background/History
To ensure that committee runs smoothly, delegates be very familiar with the topic at hand. In this
section, explain the backstory and history of the issue. Be sure to include: What exactly is the
problem (explain facets and subproblems)? When did it become a topic of international concern?
Has the problem grown in recent years or diminished? Do some research!
Part II. UN Involvement
Most likely, the United Nations has already addressed this issue before and taken action.
Summarize the most relevant UN action regarding your topic and then address the following:
Were previous UN resolutions and actions effective? Why or why not? Has your own country
participated?
Part III. Country Position
Where do you (your country) stand on this issue? How does the issue affect your country? Have
there been lasting or apparent effects? Include at least two examples of policies or action enacted
by your country based on its stance on the topic.
Part IV. Solutions
This should be the biggest portion of your paper and it will drive your debates and discussions
with other delegates. Focus on what your nation believes should be done to solve the issue: what
concrete action do you think will best address the issue in a way that benefits your country and
befits your policies? Perhaps you would like to work with a non-governmental organization,
increase military presence, impose sanctions, create a UN funded program. Just make sure it is
feasible and include a set funding source and timeline. Outline specific action or strategies that
your country is willing to take and that you will present in committee to other delegates.
Part V. Bibliography
The bibliography must be in MLA Format and should be included at the end of your paper. Be
sure to include all sources used (recommended: 5 minimum) in writing your paper, as well as
either in-text citations or MLA formatted footnotes, so that we can evaluate the type of sources
you are using.

